In this paper we consider fast nearest-neighbor search techniques based on the projections of Voronoi regions. The Voronoi diagram of a given set of points provides an implicit geometric interpretation of nearest-neighbor search and serves as an important basis for several proximity search algorithms in computational geometry and in developing structure-based fast vector quantization techniques. The Voronoi projections provide an approximate characterization of the Voronoi regions with respect to their locus property of localizing the search to a small subset of codevectors. This can be viewed as a simplified and practically viable equivalent of point location using the Voronoi diagram while circumventing the complexity of the full Voronoi diagram. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive study of two fast search techniques using the Voronoi projections, namely, the box-search and mapping table-based search in the context of vector quantization encoding. We also propose and study the effect and advantage of using the principal component axes for data with high degree of correlation across their components, in reducing the complexity of the search based on Voronoi projections.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fast Nearest-Neighbor Search
The aim of nearest-neighbor search is to determine the closest point to a query point among N points in K-dimensional space. The problem of finding the nearest neighbor in multidimensional space arises in several areas such as pattern classification, nonparametric estimation, information retrieval from multikey data bases, and image and speech data compression using vector quantization. The computational complexity of nearest-neighbor search is a major problem in these areas, when the size N of the point set to be searched becomes very high. As a result, the problem of developing algorithms for fast nearest-neighbor search has attracted significant attention in these areas. In this paper we consider fast nearest-neighbor search in the context of vector quantization encoding.
Vector quantization is a powerful data compression technique used in speech coding, image coding, and speech recognition [1, 3, 18-20, 25, 28] . Vector quantization has the potential to achieve coding performance close to rate-distortion limit with increasing vector dimension. However, the utilization of vector quantizers is severely limited by its encoding complexity which increases exponentially with dimension K. Vector quantization encoding is the minimum-distortion quantization of a vector x ϭ (x 1 , . . . , x K ) (referred to as the test vector), using a given set of N K-dimensional codevectors (called the codebook C ϭ 5c i 6 iϭ1,...,N , of size N ), under some distance measure d(x, y). This involves finding the nearestneighbor of x in C, given by q(x) ϭ c j : d(x, c j ) Յ d(x, c i ), i ϭ 1, . . . , N, which requires N vector distance computations d(x, c i ) using the exhaustive fullsearch for a codebook of size N. The codebook size N is related to the dimension K and bit-rate r (bits/ sample or bits/coordinate) as N ϭ 2 Kr and the complexity of encoding x increases exponentially with K and r. The encoding complexity also constitutes the most computation intensive step in iterative vector quantizer design [27] and the problem of reducing the computational complexity of vector quantization encoding has received considerable attention for realizing the full potential of vector quantization and for rendering it practically useful for real-time applications.
The fast algorithms reported so far for fast nearestneighbor search can be broadly categorized under two search constraint paradigms: (i) fast search based on elimination rules and (ii) Voronoi partitionbased structured search.
Elimination-Based Fast Search
Elimination-based fast search exploits some properties of the distance measure used in the nearestneighbor definition. Here, fast search is achieved by a ''quick-elimination'' or ''throwaway'' principle, where codevectors which cannot be nearer to the given test vector than the current nearest-neighbor are eliminated without incurring the cost of a distance computation. These algorithms typically employ efficient elimination schemes such as the partial distance elimination [4, 10, 31] elimination based on the hypercube [10, 42, 49] and absolute-error-inequality approximations of the Euclidean distance [41] , and triangle-inequality based elimination [8, 9, 16, 17, 21-23, 30, 33-36, 39, 40, 44, 45 ].
Voronoi Structure-Based Fast Search
This paradigm is based on the Voronoi partition, which is a geometric construct describing the nearestneighbor mapping of the input space for a given set of codevectors. The Voronoi partition permits the search to be viewed as a point location problem of determining which Voronoi region contains the test vector with the corresponding codevector being the desired nearest-neighbor. The Voronoi diagram serves as an important basis for several proximity search techniques in computational geometry ( [15, 26, 32, 48] give an extensive overview of these problems).
The techniques based on the Voronoi diagram for various search problems is a classic example of a general problem solving paradigm called the ''locus'' method in computational geometry. In this method, the search space is partitioned into a number of equivalence classes-a set of nonoverlapping regions such that the answer is invariant for all query points that fall in the same region. This method is particularly applicable for search in the so-called ''repetitive mode'' where arbitrarily long sequence of queries are encountered. This is typically the situation in vector quantization or pattern classification applications, where it is required to encode or classify test (or feature) vectors arriving as long sequences in time using a given codebook or classifier.
Various solutions based on the Voronoi diagram have been reported in the computational geometry literature for two (planar) and higher dimensions. While several optimal solutions which are also practically realizable exist for the planar nearestneighbor problem, all currently known solutions for large dimensions pose major practical difficulties in terms of high preprocessing, storage, and overhead costs in constructing and using the Voronoi diagram despite their excellent asymptotic search time results obtained theoretically. Consequently, emphasis in fast search rests on finding efficient geometric structures and space constraints that characterize the Voronoi partition to reduce the point location problem to a very small Voronoi region subset by computationally inexpensive operations.
Scope and Organization of the Paper
In this paper, we investigate fast nearest-neighbor search techniques based on the projections of the Voronoi regions. The projections of the Voronoi regions were proposed and used for fast search in an earlier work [10] . However, this basic paradigm has not received adequate attention with respect to the complexity of the higher dimensional Voronoi diagram and algorithms which use the full Voronoi diagram. The Voronoi projections provide an approximate characterization of the Voronoi regions with respect to their locus property in localizing the search to a small subset of codevectors; this results in a simplified and practically viable equivalent of point location which circumvents the complexity of the complete Voronoi diagram.
In this paper, our objective is to highlight the basic efficiency of using the Voronoi projections and to show that fast search based on the Voronoi projections, using appropriate data structures, can result in very practical and highly efficient fast search algorithms. In this respect, this paper provides a comprehensive study of two methods for using the Voronoi projections for fast search, namely, boxsearch and mapping table-based search. We consider their average and worst-case complexity performance, and in addition provide a detailed study of their overall performance which includes the average and worst-case overhead computations, storage and preprocessing cost. (A condensed version of this paper is reported elsewhere as a correspondence item [50] .)
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the basic structure of Voronoi diagrambased fast search and the complexity of algorithms based on the full Voronoi diagram. In Section 3, we introduce the basic search structure based on the projections of the Voronoi regions emphasizing the main computational step involved in finding the reduced subset of codevectors whose Voronoi projections contain the test vector. In Section 4, we describe a simple search scheme termed ''box-search'' (BS) which treats the projections directly as hypercuboid approximations of the Voronoi regions. In Section 5, we discuss in detail the projection method proposed by Cheng et al. [10] which was the first work to consider the use of the Voronoi projections. In Section 6, we propose and study the use of the projections on the principal component directions for reducing the complexity of search for the box-search and mapping table-based search procedures. In Section 7, we give simulation results comparing the performances of the box-search and the mapping table-based search in the context of vector quantization encoding of speech waveform.
FAST NEAREST-NEIGHBOR SEARCH USING THE VORONOI DIAGRAM
Given a set of N codevectors C ϭ 5c i 6 iϭ1,...,N , of size N, along with a distance measure d(x, y), x, y ʦ R K , the R K space is partitioned into N disjoint regions, known as Voronoi regions, with each codevector associated with one region. The Voronoi region V j associated with a codevector c j contains all points in R K nearer to c j than any other codevector and is the nearest-neighbor locus region of c j . If the nearestneighbor of x in C is q(x) ϭ c j :
The Voronoi region V j is thus a convex region formed by the intersection of the half-spaces 5H(c j , c i ), i ϭ 1, . . . , N, j i6, given by
where H(c j , c i ) is the set of points closer to c j than c i , i.e.,
For the Euclidean distance, H(c j , c i ) is the halfspace containing c j formed by the perpendicular bisector plane of c j c i , the line connecting c j and c i . Figure 1a illustrates the idea of the Voronoi region associated with a point in the plane (R 2 ) for the Euclidean distance and Fig. 1b shows the Voronoi partition for the given set of points.
By the definition of the Voronoi diagram, given that a test vector x is contained in a Voronoi region V j , the associated codevector c j will be the nearestneighbor of x. Fast nearest-neighbor search using the Voronoi diagram can therefore be viewed as a ''locus method'' which involves use of fast methods for searching the Voronoi subdivisions of the Voronoi diagram by means of a point location algorithm to determine the Voronoi region containing the test vector. Fast search using the Voronoi diagram thus consists of two steps:
Constructing the Voronoi diagram:
A preprocessing phase of constructing the Voronoi diagram, representing it in the form of a graph data structure and associating with each facet (for instance, vertex, edge and region, in the 2-dimensional case) of the diagram, the set of closest codevectors.
2. Point location: Given the Voronoi subdivisions, determine the facet of the subdivision which contains the test vector and the associated codevector is the desired nearest-neighbor.
Complexity of Algorithms Based on Full Voronoi Diagram
Though the use of the Voronoi diagram provides an efficient paradigm for nearest-neighbor search to be carried out as a point location search for lower dimensions (such as for the 1-dimensional and planar cases), the construction and usage of the Voronoi diagram for higher dimensions is beset with implementational difficulties, mainly due to the fact that for a given set of points, the number of items required to describe the Voronoi diagram grows exponentially with dimension. 1 Thus, the main complexity of algorithms based on the full Voronoi diagram arises from the preprocessing stage in constructing the Voronoi diagram of N input points which has an ⍀(N K/2 ) worst case time and storage, in addition to the cost required in organizing the Voronoi diagram for point location. While the basic computation of the Voronoi diagram invariably faces this intrinsic exponential complexity, the use of the diagram for fast nearest-neighbor search has further practical difficulties since the known search (pointlocation) algorithms which use the Voronoi diagram in higher-dimensional subdivisions have similar exponential dependence on dimension in their average and worst-case query time performance bounds and preprocessing and storage costs which grow exponentially with dimension [11] [12] [13] 47] .
VORONOI PROJECTION-BASED FAST SEARCH
In this section, we consider in detail, search techniques based on the projections of the Voronoi regions on the coordinate axes. The Voronoi projections provide an approximate characterization of the Voronoi regions and allow for a simplified, but practically viable equivalent of point location while circumventing the complexity of the complete Voronoi diagram. Though the projections constitute only a very partial information about the Voronoi regions they retain their locus property of localizing the search to a small subset of codevectors and we see from empirical results for large dimensions and typical codebook sizes that the Voronoi projection-based search has an excellent complexity reduction potential.
Let V i be the Voronoi region associated with the codevector c i . Then the projection of V i on the coordinate axis j is a projection interval P i j , with lower and upper boundary points (P i,L j , P i,U j ) given by
This represents the two hyperplanes x : x j ϭ P i,L j and x : x j ϭ P i,U j , normal to the jth coordinate axis.
. . , K define a set of 2K hyperplanes which bounds the Voronoi region V i by the smallest hypercuboid region
Each codevector has such a hypercuboid approximation of the Voronoi region associated with it and we refer to this as the Voronoi-box (or ''box'') of the codevector. The hypercuboid box has sides parallel to the coordinate axes and is a simple geometric approximation of the Voronoi region.
Basic Structure of Search Using Voronoi Projections
Clearly, V i ʕ B i and hence, if x ʦ V i , then x ʦ B i . Conversely, if x B i , then x V i . Thus any codevector whose hypercuboid box does not contain the test vector cannot be the nearest-neighbor of the test vector since its Voronoi region does not contain the test vector. However, if x ʦ B i , then it indicates that the corresponding Voronoi region may contain x. Since the boxes are not disjoint, several boxes can contain a test vector and all such codevectors need to be considered as candidates for the nearest-neighbor search. Identifying the boxes which contain the test vector results in generating a candidate set of codevectors, only one of which will correspond to the Voronoi region that actually contains the test vector. The actual nearest-neighbor can be determined by a full-search in this candidate set.
The fast search using the Voronoi projections can be viewed as consisting of two steps:
1. Determine CЈ(x) ϭ 5c i : x ʦ B i 6: the candidate set of codevectors whose boxes B i contain the test vector x. 1 A Voronoi diagram in K-dimensions is a cell complex made up of convex polytopes which consist of faces of dimensions varying from 0 to K, such as vertex (0-dimension), edge (1-dimension), region (2-dimension), facet ((K Ϫ 1)-dimension), and cell (Kdimension). In general, a face in the cell complex is called a k-face, (0 Յ k Յ K), if it is of dimension k. Thus, vertex, edge, region, facet and cell are 0-face, 1-face, 2-face, (K Ϫ 1)-face, and K-face, respectively. The Voronoi diagram, being a cell complex formed by hyperplane arrangements, is ideally represented and stored in the form of an incidence graph [15] . Here, each face of the diagram is associated with a node of the incidence graph and two nodes are connected if the corresponding faces are incident. In order to provide the actual spatial correspondence, each node in the graph corresponding to a cell stores the coordinates of the point corresponding to the cell. Klee [24] showed that the maximum number of faces grows exponentially in K. [2, 5-7, 37, 46] . A detailed formal treatment of higher dimensional Voronoi diagram and its application to various proximity search problems can be found in [15, 32] .
Perform a full-search in the candidate set CЈ(x)
to obtain the actual nearest-neighbor of x.
This approach can be viewed as a simplification of the problem of point location directly in the Voronoi region to a problem of point location within the smallest hypercuboid box enclosing the Voronoi region. However, point location within the boxes does not yield a unique solution for the Voronoi region containing the test vector, thus necessitating a search among the candidate set of codevectors generated by point location among the boxes. If the size of this candidate set of codevectors CЈ(x) is small in comparison to the full codebook size N, the search will achieve significant complexity reduction. 2 The basic structure of search using the Voronoi projections is illustrated by an example in 2-dimension in Fig.  2 . This figure shows the Voronoi diagram of 16 points, V i , i ϭ 1, . . . , 16 within a range of interest ABCD. The projections of a Voronoi region forming the box enclosing it are illustrated for V 14 . Consider a test vector x ϭ (x 1 , x 2 ) (ʦ V 10 ). The test vector is located inside the boxes of V 2 , V 4 , and V 10 , marked as abcd, efgh, and ijkl, respectively. These are the only boxes containing the test vector and hence form the final candidate set CЈ(x), which has to be searched to find the actual nearestneighbor c 10 with a reduced complexity of 3 distance computations as against 16 for the full-search.
The main complexity of the fast search using the Voronoi projections, in terms of the number of distances computed, is the size of the candidate set CЈ to be searched in step 2. This is determined by the average number of boxes that contain a test vector for a given test data distribution. However, the total complexity of the algorithm is highly dependent on the cost of step 1 in determining the candidate set of codevectors for a given test vector, i.e., the complexity of finding which boxes contain the test vector. The main complexity of step 2 is determined only by the distribution of the codevectors and the test vectors and is invariant to the method employed to perform step 1.
Step 1 essentially contributes to the overhead computation of the fast search and it is important to obtain efficient procedures for carrying out this step in order to reduce the overall complexity of the algorithm.
In the following sections, we consider in detail two search techniques for using the projection information to carry out step 1. These are namely, (i) box-search and (ii) mapping table search.
BOX-SEARCH
The hypercuboid box B i is a simple geometric object for point location and the final set of codevectors can be determined by directly checking if the test vector lies within the box of each of the codevectors. This requires checking whether the jth component of the test vector is contained within the projection boundaries (P i,L j , P i,U j ) of the Voronoi region V i on the jth coordinate axis requiring two comparisons per coordinate. A codevector can be rejected when any of the test vector's coordinates falls outside the corresponding Voronoi projection, i.e., x j Ͻ P i,L j or x j Ͼ P i,U j for any j. If a test vector passes the test on all the coordinates (when all the projections of a Voronoi region contain the corresponding coordinates of the test vector), then the test vector lies inside the hypercuboid box approximation of the Voronoi region and the corresponding codevector has to be considered for full-search. This search is as follows:
Storage and Computational Overheads of Box-Search
The boxes are stored as a codevector indexed table; i.e., the 2K projection values are stored along with the corresponding codevector, requiring 2KN real words of additional memory to store the projection values of the N codevectors.
The search described above performs a simple elimination test (box-test) for each codevector in a full-search structure before computing its distance to the test vector x. The distance between the test vector x and codevector c i is computed only if the codevector is not rejected by the box-test x _ in _ box(i) which checks whether x ʦ B i . A codevector can be rejected after c comparisons, where 1 Յ c Յ 2K, and any codevector which passes the test for distance computation incurs a ''box-test'' cost of 2K comparisons. 
THE MAPPING TABLE-BASED SEARCH
In the projection method [10] , the projections of the Voronoi regions are reorganized to form a ''mapping table'' in a preprocessing stage which is then used to generate the candidate set of codevectors for a given test vector. In this method, the space is partitioned into a rectangular cell partition using the projections. Given a test vector, a rectangular cell that contains the test vector is first identified using only scalar comparison operations on the structured projections. The candidate codevectors associated with the cell containing the test vector are then formed by intersection operations on precomputed tables corresponding to each coordinate axes. A full-search within this small set of candidate codevectors yields the nearest-neighbor of the test vector.
The N overlapping projection intervals . Denoting this interval as I j (x), let S j (x) be the index set associated with this interval. Any test vector whose jth component x j lies in the interval I j (x) can lie within any one of the Voronoi regions whose projection overlaps with I j (x). The set of indices S j (x) associated with I j (x) thus corresponds to the candidate codevectors which could be the nearest-neighbor of the given test vector x. For a given test vector x, each coordinate axis j generates such a set of candidate codevectors S j (x), whose Voronoi region may contain the test vector with respect to the jth coordinate axis. The Voronoi region actually containing the test vector should have all its K projection intervals contain the corresponding test vector component and the nearestneighbor codevector index will be contained in the intersection of the K sets S j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K. This intersection set is the set of candidate indices which need to be examined by a full-search to obtain the actual nearest-neighbor.
The (2N Ϫ 1) contiguous intervals 5I 1 j , I 2 j , . . . , I 2NϪ1 j 6, on each of the K coordinate axes can be seen as partitioning the space into (2N Ϫ 1) K rectangular cells. Identification of the K intervals I j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K containing the test vector locates the test vector in a hyperrectangular cell
Since all scalar points in the interval I j (x) are associated with a common set of candidate indices S j (x), all vector points inside the cell H(x) are also associated with a single set of final candidate codevectors given by the intersection of S j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K.
(Note that the cell containing the test vector H(x) is actually contained within the volume of intersection of the Voronoi boxes containing the test vector x and that the set of final candidate codevectors obtained as the intersection of S j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K is identical to that obtained by box-search.)
This represents an organization of the projections into a large number ((2N Ϫ 1) K ) of disjoint rectangular cells, each of which have an invariant set of candidate codevectors which can be seen to be on the lines of the ''locus'' method described in Section 1.1.2.
The set associated with each of the (2N Ϫ 1) K hyperrectangular cells can in principle be precomputed and stored for each cell directly. By this, a very small set of candidate codevectors will be available for full-search subsequent to K binary searches (each of cost log (2N)) to find the K intervals I j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K containing the test vector projections. This, however, will be at the cost of an exhorbitant storage of (2N Ϫ 1) K ␥, where ␥ is the average size of the candidate set associated with the rectangular cells.
Alternately, this is obtained at lesser storage by computing the intersections of individual interval subsets S j (x) for every test vector x. This, however, introduces the additional computational overhead cost in forming the intersection of K subsets.
We illustrate this search for the example shown in Fig. 2 . This shows the Voronoi diagram of 16 points, V i , i ϭ 1, . . . , 16, and their corresponding projections P i j , i ϭ 1, . . . , N, j ϭ 1, 2 within a range of interest ABCD. The projections are shown explicitly only for some of the Voronoi regions to maintain clarity while the complete set of projection boundaries forming the contiguous intervals are shown on each axis. Given the test vector x ϭ (x 1 , x 2 ) (ʦ V 10 ), the intervals I 1 (x) and I 2 (x) containing x 1 and x 2 are identified first. These intervals are associated with the index sets S 1 (x) ϭ 5c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 10 , c 13 6 and S 2 (x) ϭ 5c 1 , c 2 , c 4 , c 6 , c 7 , c 9 , c 10 , c 11 6, respectively. The intersection of these two sets gives the final candidate set 5c 2 , c 4 , c 10 6, which has to be searched for the actual nearestneighbor c 10 . Bit map. In the BM organization, the indices are position coded in a N bit word with the nth bit as one if the nth codevector is a candidate and zero otherwise. The BM storage requires (3 ϩ N/b)NK words, where b is the processor word length. These storage requirements can be very high for large dimensions and codebook sizes.
Storage and Computational Overheads of Mapping
which reduces the storage to 5KN words. This makes use of the fact that an interval boundary is either a lower or an upper projection of a Voronoi region, and consequently the index sets on adjacent intervals differ by only one element; i.e., if an interval boundary y m is a lower projection P
Computational Overheads of Mapping Table Search
In order to consider the computational overheads of the fast search based on the mapping table, we give here a search procedure for finding the nearestneighbor of a test vector x: 
(c) Carry out a full-search within this candidate set CЈ to obtain the actual nearest-neighbor of x.
The first step (a) of interval location is carried out by a binary search in the mapping table of each of the coordinate axis, incurring a total cost of K log (2N) comparisons. In the case when the mapping table is organized as an IM/RT, an additional step is necessary to form the index candidate sets S j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K by the recursion S m j ϭ S mϪ1 j ϩ 5s m 6, with S 1 j ϭ 5s 1 6 after determining the interval I m j containing x j . In step (b), we have given a simple, but efficient, procedure for finding the intersection of subsets. This is a variant of the shift method employed by Yunck [49] and will be referred to henceforth as the intersection count (IC) procedure (introduced in a related data structure [35] ). This procedure is based on the observation that the candidate set required by the intersection of the K index sets consists of indices common to all the K index sets and hence will appear exactly K times in the collection of the K sets. All other indices which do not belong to the K-set intersection will occur less than K times. Therefore, it suffices to keep count of the number of times a particular index has occurred in all the K sets and the intersection set is formed by those indices which have a count of K. This intersection count procedure requires an additional memory of N scalar array of resolution (log aKb) bits. (In the method used by Yunck [49] , the above procedure would correspond to using a K-bit register in which the count is maintained by shifting the contents of the register to the left with the full-count value after K shifts corresponding to 2 K .)
The intersection complexity of the IM storage can be quantified in the following manner. For a test vector x, let I j (x) be the interval containing x j and let S j (x) be the index set associated with this interval. Denoting the size of the set S j (x) by ␤ j (with bounds 1 Յ ␤ j Յ N), the intersection complexity is proportional to ␤ ϭ ͚ jϭ1 K ␤ j , irrespective of the nature of the intersection procedure carried out on the K sets S j (x), j ϭ 1, . . . , K. The average ␤, ␤, obtained over a large set of test vectors characterizes the basic intersection complexity in the IM mode and has bounds, K Յ ␤ Յ KN. The complexity of the intersection-count procedure given above is, therefore, ␤ integer increment and scalar comparison operations in performing the counting and in checking for count value K to form the final intersection indices. The average intersection complexity is therefore ␦ ϭ (␤ ϩ N) scalar operations per vector, including the cost of initializing the count array of size N to zero and has bounds (K ϩ N) Յ ␦ Յ (K ϩ 1)N.
Based on empirical observation, Cheng et al. estimated the intersection complexity to be about KN comparisons for the IM case and KN/3 logical operations for the BM case. The BM case was noted to have a smaller intersection complexity as it allows the intersection computation using logical AND operations on the position encoded bit representation of the candidate indices.
The total overhead computational complexity of the mapping table-based intersection procedure (as given by steps (a) and (b)) is, therefore, (K log 2N ϩ ␤ ϩ N) scalar operations per vector, and that of box-search is c(x) scalar comparisons per vector, with bounds N Յ c(x) Յ 2KN. From simulation results (Section 7.2), we see that the average value of this cost for box-search asymptotically saturates to a value of 2N/K per vector component, which decreases linearly with dimension. This is significantly less than the corresponding bounds of [log 2N ϩ (K ϩ N)/K, (log 2N ϩ (K ϩ 1)N/K] of the mapping table-based intersection procedure, which has an average complexity bound of O(N) which increases linearly with dimension. Moreover, we also see that (␤ ϩ N) scalar operations/vector of the intersection count procedure given above represents a overhead complexity whose average bound is lower than (and worst-case bound comparable to) the intersection complexity of KN for the IM mode observed by Cheng et al. [10] .
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ROTATION
In this section, we propose and study the influence of principal component rotation of the codevectors in reducing the complexity of different search algorithms using the Voronoi projections. The complexity of the projection-based search depends mainly on the extent of intersection between the Voronoi boxes. This in turn reflects in the extent of overlap of the projections of the Voronoi regions on the coordinate axes. We show that the projections of the Voronoi regions obtained using the principal component directions as the new ''rotated'' coordinate system reduce the relative overlap between the Voronoi boxes significantly and improve the efficiency of the projectionbased search in decreasing the main search complexity of number of distance computations, i.e., by reducing the size of the final set of candidate codevectors. We also show that the box-search scheme derives advantage by the principal component rotation in reducing both the main search complexity and the overhead computational complexity and that, in comparison, the mapping table-based intersection search suffers increased storage and computational overheads.
The K principal component directions of a given set of vector points are the directions of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the points [14] . If i , i ϭ 1, . . . , K (with 1 Ն 2 . . . Ն K ) are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the points, then the principal component directions e i , i ϭ 1, . . . , K represent the orthogonal directions of maximum variance in the data, the variance of the projections of the points along the direction e i being proportional to the corresponding eigenvalue i . e 1 is referred to as the first principal component direction (or coordinate axis), e 2 the second principal component direction, and so on. e 1 is the direction of maximum variance of the projections of the given set of points on it, and e 2 is the direction perpendicular to e 1 with the largest variance of the point projections on it. In general, e i is the direction perpendicular to e 1 , . . . , e iϪ1 having the largest variance of the projections of the points on it. e i is also the direction which is the solution for the best perpendicular least-square error (or eigenvector) fit perpendicular to e 1 , . . . , e iϪ1 , with minimum cross-sectional volume orthogonal to it in the subspace e iϩ1 , . . . , e K . The principal component rotation is particularly applicable in the case of speech waveform vector quantization where the vectors are highly correlated across their components. Figure 3a shows the high degree of correlation between the components of speech waveform vectors for the 2-dimensional case.
Effect of Principal Component Rotation on Extent of Projection Overlap
In view of the basic property of the principal component directions, the projections of the Voronoi regions on the first principal component axis will have the maximum spread (more than on any other direction) and the projection intervals will be maximally separated from each other. This implies minimum overlap between the various projection intervals. (This can be easily visualized by considering the extreme case where the codevectors are aligned on a straight line along some direction. This will then be the direction of the first principal component with some variance and other directions having zero variance. This actually degenerates to a 1-dimensional case with the Voronoi projections corresponding to contiguous and disjoint intervals.) This will in turn reflect in the smallest ␣ j , the average size of the index sets of the contiguous intervals formed by the overlapping projections. The extent of overlap on the second principal component axis will be more than on the first, and in general, the overlap will increase from principal coordinate axis 1 to K. To illustrate this, Fig. 3 shows the Voronoi boxes of the codevectors of a codebook of size 32 in 2-dimensions for the rotated and the unrotated case alongwith 150,000 speech waveform vectors used for obtaining the projection estimates. This also shows how the data determine the box estimates and the extent of intersection between the various Voronoi boxes; the spreading out of the projections along the first coordinate axis in the rotated space and the reduction in the extent of overlap due to rotation can be noted here.
In Fig. 4 , we show the effect of rotation on the extent of overlap across the coordinates by plotting ␣ j and ␣ j as a function of coordinate axis j ϭ 1, . . . , K with and without rotation for dimension K ϭ 8 and codebook size N ϭ 1024. ␣ j is the average index set size and ␣ j is the maximum index set size max 1ՅmՅ2NϪ1 ␣ m j . It can be seen that for the unrotated case, ␣ j and ␣ j are rather unchanging across the coordinates, implying the codevector orientation to be along a direction which generates similar projection overlap on all the coordinate axis. For the rotated case, ␣ j and ␣ j values are much smaller than for the unrotated case in the first and second principal coordinate axes. However, for the higher coordinate directions in the rotated space, ␣ j and ␣ j increase to values larger than for the unrotated case. This is due to the fact that the variances of the codevector projections along these directions are smaller than the corresponding coordinates in the unrotated case. These directions belong to the subspace orthogonal to the first and second rotated axes and therefore have a smaller projected cross-sectional volume than for any other direction. Hence the projections on the directions in this subspace are confined within smaller cross sections with a resultant increase in their overlap. In general, the number of principal component directions which have smaller ␣ j and ␣ j values than the corresponding unrotated coordinates and the differences in magnitudes of the index set sizes between the rotated and unrotated cases depend on the correlation between the vector components and the relative magnitudes of the variances along the principal coordinate directions. A highly favorable situation is one where a large number of principal component coordinates have significantly higher variances (resulting in lower ␣ j and ␣ j values) than the corresponding unrotated axes.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results obtained in the context of vector quantization of speech waveform to characterize the complexity of the box-search and the mapping table-based search methods. First we describe the means of obtaining the Voronoi projections of a given set of codevectors. The projection of each Voronoi region can in principle be obtained either by analytical procedures such as linear programming techniques or by constructing the Voronoi diagram, from which only the vertex information of each Voronoi polytope is used further for determining the projections of each Voronoi region. But, as seen earlier, these can involve considerable computational cost. Alternately, the projection boundary points can be determined from the ''extreme'' vectors in the respective Voronoi region with respect to each coordinate axis; this is done by first generating a Voronoi ''cluster'' around each codevector using a Monte Carlo approach of encoding a large amount of training data (or uniformly distributed points) and then finding the extreme vectors of each cluster with respect to each coordinate axis. The projection estimates thus obtained by encoding the points that fall within the region are then
where R represents the training set (or the domain of interest in the R K space in the case of uniformly distributed points). This constitutes the main preprocessing step which involves encoding of a large training data set and the use of scalar comparison operations to update and maintain the extreme projections of vectors on the coordinate axes for each Voronoi region. The estimates so obtained are approximate, but have been found to be quite acceptable when obtained using sufficiently large data. If the size of the training set R is n, then the cost in obtaining the Voronoi projection estimates is nN distance computations (to find q(x), ᭙x ʦ R) and 2Kn scalar comparisons to update the projections as P i,L j ϭ min 5x j : q(x) ϭ c i 6 and P i,U j ϭ max 5x j : q(x) ϭ c i 6, j ϭ 1, . . . , K, ᭙x ʦ R. This is an effective method to obtain the projection estimates since it can be performed as a part of the codebook design at the end of the LBG algorithm [27] . Here, the nearest-neighbor of the vectors in the training set is available at the end of the algorithm. It is necessary only to maintain the updates of the projections, the preprocessing cost then being only 2Kn scalar comparisons. In the present simulation, the projections were obtained using 150,000 vectors of speech waveform for dimensions K ϭ 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 and codebook sizes N ϭ 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. All results shown here were obtained using 50,000 vectors from inside the data used for estimating the Voronoi projections.
Main Complexity of Box-Search and Mapping Table Methods
Here, we give the main complexity of the fast search using the projections in terms of the number of distances computed, which is the size of the candidate set of codevectors obtained by box-search or the mapping table-based intersection method. Figure 5 shows the average and maximum number of codevectors searched by the projection methods for dimension K ϭ 8 and codebook sizes N ϭ 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. Figure 6 shows the average and maximum number of codevectors searched for dimensions K ϭ 2, 4, 6, and 8 and codebook size N ϭ 1024. This is the average and maximum complexity of the fast search by projection method in terms of vector distances computed per vector. The excellent complexity reduction of the projection method with respect to full-search can be noted in all these cases. (The curves marked as ''Rotation'' correspond to the projections obtained using the principal component rotation which is discussed in a later section; here, we concern ourselves only with the results using the projections obtained on the regular ''unrotated'' space as in Cheng et al. [10] and we refer only to the curves marked ''No rotation'' in Figs. 5 and 6 and in subsequent figures.)
Overhead Complexities of Box-Search and Mapping Table Methods
Here, we compare the computational overhead cost of the intersection count procedure using the mapping table and that of the box-search. As seen earlier (in Section 5.1.2), the intersection count incurs a total of (K log 2N ϩ ␤ ϩ N) scalar operations (such as comparisons and increment) per vector and the box-search incurs c(x) scalar comparisons per vector. These are also numerically comparable directly since the constituent scalar operations are same and of similar cost. Figures 7a  and 7b respectively show the average and maximum costs per vector-component incurred by the IC and the BS procedures for dimension K ϭ 8 and different codebook sizes N ϭ 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. The box-search can be seen to have a smaller (but comparable) overhead cost than the intersection count procedure using the mapping table.
In Figs. 8a and 8b , we show the above costs for codebook size N ϭ 1024 and different dimensions K ϭ 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. Here, it is important to observe that while the cost of IC increases with dimension, that of BS shows a marked decrease. This is due to the fact that in the case of the intersection procedure, the cost is proportional to the number of index sets and their sizes. An increase in dimension increases the number of index sets and their sizes, thereby resulting in an increase in the computational overhead cost with increase in dimension. On the other hand, in the case of box-search, as the dimension increases, there is an increase in the degree of freedom for a box to not contain a given test vector with a consequent reduction in the average number of comparisons required per coordinate in the box-test before a codevector can be rejected. In addition, we have shown in Figs. 7 and 8 the cost of N operations per vector component (plot marked as IM/FT), reported to be required in [10] for this computation using the image-map/full-table organization of the mapping table. It can be noted that, for the various codebook sizes and dimensions shown in Figs. 7 and 8 , the overhead cost of the IC procedure proposed here is considerably less than the N operations per vector component observed in [10] .
In Figs. 9 and 10 , we show the average number of comparisons required per codevector in the boxsearch. As mentioned earlier, this measures how quickly a codevector is eliminated within the maximum 2K comparisons required in the worst case to determine if a point lies within a box. Figure 9 shows this for dimension K ϭ 8 and codebook sizes N ϭ 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024, while Fig. 10 shows this for codebook size N ϭ 1024 and dimensions K ϭ 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. In both cases, the average box-test cost can be seen to be considerably less than the worstcase 2K cost. It is important to note here that the average value for the various dimension and codebook sizes asymptotically saturates to a value of 2, placing the empirical cost of box-search per vector component at 2N/K, which is significantly less than the cost of N per vector component of the mapping table-based intersection procedure for large dimensions.
In Fig. 11 , we show the histogram of the number of comparisons per codevector for dimension K ϭ 8 and codebook size N ϭ 1024. As noted earlier, this has a range of 1 to 2K. It can be noted that the histogram has a sharp high probability mode at the lower end for values 1 and 2, falling drastically beyond this, indicating that most of the codevectors, for a large representative test data, tend to be eliminated within 2 comparisons; this fraction is about 70% in the histogram shown. This histogram clearly demonstrates the excellent efficiency of the box-search elimination in having a low overhead computational cost. It can also be noted from this figure that the probability (number of comparisons/codevector ϭ 16) corresponds to the number of codevectors for which 2K comparisons were computed and incur the full box-test cost and is the upper bound of the number of codevectors whose distances are computed; this worst-case probability of 2K comparisons is about 0.02 and corresponds to approximately 10 codevectors (also shown as the worst-case complexity of box-search in Table 1 ). Figure 12 compares the total storage required by the mapping table with that of box-search for dimension K ϭ 8 and codebook sizes N ϭ 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. The box-search storage of 2KN can be observed to be significantly less than that of the IM/FT ((3 ϩ ␣)NK) and BM/FT ((3 ϩ N/b)NK with b ϭ 32).
Effect of Principal Component Rotation on the Complexity of Box-Search and Mapping Table Methods
Here, we show the number of codevectors examined (final candidate set size) for various dimensions and codebook sizes in Figs. 5 and 6 with and without principal component rotation. The rotated case can be seen to have a consistently lower complexity than the unrotated case. This is so, despite the increased overlap in the higher principal coordinate directions, because the reduced overlap in the lower principal coordinate directions produces a resultant reduction in the overlap between the actual Voronoi boxes, which in turn reflects in the final candidate set size (i.e., the intersection set of the individual coordinate index sets is smaller for the rotated case since the lower (main) principal coordinate directions give a smaller candidate set).
In Fig. 13 , we show the histogram of the number of codevectors searched by the projection method with and without the principal component rotation for dimensions K ϭ 8 and codebook size N ϭ 1024. It can be noted that there is a significant reduction in the range of the histogram with a shift in the high probability mode toward the lower range clearly indicating the extent of reduction in both the average and maximum complexity of the search.
The increase in the average index set size with rotation results in an increase in both storage of the mapping table based intersection procedure and computational overheads of the intersection procedure. In Figs. 7 and 8 , the increase in the computational overhead of the intersection procedure due to rotation over the unrotated case can be seen. However, the box-search overhead cost has reduced due to rotation. This can also be noted in Figs. 9 and 10, which show the box-test comparisons per codevector.
In this context, it is possible to consider the effect of using only the main principal coordinate directions which have more highly reduced index set sizes than the corresponding unrotated case. By this, the mapping table incurs reduced storage and computational overheads. However, since fewer index sets are used in finding the final candidate set, this will result in an increase in the final candidate set size and the search complexity in comparison to the full K-axes intersection in the rotated case. The same applies to the box-search also, where the use of less than K axes results in decreasing the box-test overheads. However, the reduction in the box constraints in using only some of the projections results in use of boxes ''unbounded'' in the higher coordinate directions, consequently increasing the final candidate set size and the final search complexity. The trade-off between the reduction in the overhead computation and the increase in the final search complexity in both the mapping table-based intersection procedure and the box-search can be studied only empirically, since the number of principal component axes used and their relative index set sizes with respect to the unrotated case depend on the correlation in the data and the size and dimensionality of the problem.
An interesting effect of the rotation in reducing the extent of overlap between the Voronoi boxes and consequently in the final candidate set size can be observed from the average error incurred (or equivalently the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)) when the test data are quantized by selecting the final codevector randomly from the final candidate set. Figure 14 compares the full-search SNR and the ''random selection'' SNR (denoted by SNR r ) for the rotated and unrotated case, respectively, for dimensions K ϭ 8 and codebook sizes N ϭ 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. Rotation can be seen to improve the SNR r very significantly closer to the full-search SNR for all the codebook sizes. 3 
Overall Complexity of Different Projection-Based Search Algorithms
In Table 1 , we give a comparison of the mapping table-based IC procedure and the BS procedure (with and without the use of rotation) with the full-search complexity for dimensions K ϭ 8 and codebook size N ϭ 1024 in terms of computational complexity, storage and overhead computational cost. Here, the following can be noted:
1. IC and BS procedures have the same complexity in terms of the average and maximum number of codevectors examined, NC and NĈ.
2. The mapping table-based intersection procedure has an exhorbitant storage complexity in comparison to the box-search method.
3. The overhead costs of the IC procedure is roughly comparable to that of BS for the unrotated case, but, for the rotated case, while the overhead cost of IC procedure almost doubles, that of boxsearch shows a significant decrease. The storage requirement of the IC procedure also nearly doubles with rotation.
4. The overall computational complexity of the various algorithms, including the overhead costs, can also be compared in terms of the standard (macs) measure of average number of multiplications, additions, and comparisons per vector component [10] ; the box-search with rotation can be seen to have the lowest complexity and offers excellent reduction over the full-search complexity with only the cost of scalar comparisons being double that of full-search. 3 We note here that [10] mentions such a random selection to be very efficient with a difference of only 0.18 dB between the full-search and random selection SNR in a simulation for dimension K ϭ 8 and codebook size N ϭ 1024 using 14,720 vectors of data. However, from the simulation results shown in Fig. 14 , we observe that this difference can be much larger-as much as 9 dB for codebook size N ϭ 32 and about 4 dB for codebook size N ϭ 1024. The small difference of 0.18 dB observed by Cheng et al. can possibly be attributed to insufficiency of the amount of data used (about one-tenth that used here). This will result in underestimation of the Voronoi projections and will produce only a limited extent of overlap. Consequently, the final candidate sets will be small and will mainly consist of codevectors which are close to each other to permit even their underestimated Voronoi boxes to overlap and contain a test vector. As a result, the contention in a random selection from the candidate set will result in only small quantization errors accounting for the small reduction in the SNR. Due to the large SNR difference we have observed, contrary to [10] , we believe that it may not be possible to make use of random encoding in the Voronoi projection based search for practical purposes. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered fast search techniques based on the implicit geometric interpretation of the nearest-neighbor search in terms of a geometric construct called the Voronoi diagram of the given set of points. This paper is mainly concerned with fast search techniques based on the projections of the Voronoi regions; it highlights the basic efficiency of using the Voronoi projections and shows that fast search based on the Voronoi projection, using appropriate data structures, can result in very practical and highly efficient fast search algorithms.
In this respect, this paper provides a detailed study of two fast search techniques using the Voronoi projections, namely, the box-search and the mapping table-based search. We have investigated the boxsearch as an alternate and simpler interpretation of the projection information, with significantly less storage than the mapping table-based search (which has a very high storage complexity). In the mapping table-based method, we have considered an intersection count procedure for obtaining a small set of candidate codevectors to be searched using the Voronoi projections. This procedure, while being simple to implement, has been shown to have less complexity than the procedure employed by Cheng et al. [10] to use the Voronoi projections.
The main observations in this study can be summarized as follows:
1. The box-search requires a significantly low storage of 2KN words in comparison to the much higher storage of (3 ϩ ␣)K N of the mapping table.
2. The overhead complexity of box-search decreases with increasing dimension. In contrast, the intersection complexity and storage increase with dimension in the mapping table-based search. The average value of the overhead computational cost for box-search asymptotically saturates to a value of 2N/K per vector component, which decreases linearly for increase in dimension. This is significantly less than the corresponding bounds of [log 2N ϩ (K ϩ N)/K, (log 2N ϩ (K ϩ 1)N/K] of the mapping table-based intersection procedure, which has an average complexity bound of O(N) which increases linearly with dimension.
3. Box-search derives benefit from principal component rotation in reducing both the search complexity and overhead computation. However, in the case of the mapping table, principal component rotation reduces the main search complexity only at the expense of significant increase in storage and overhead computations.
